
ON SANTA’S “NICE LIST?” IT MAY BE TIME TO UPDATE YOUR

List your recent purchases first, then go
back and record your older possessions.
Be sure to include information about
where each item was purchased, the
make and model, any serial numbers
listed on the item and any other
important identifying information.
Keep proof of value. Be sure to store any
relevant receipts, contracts or appraisals
with your inventory list.
Take photos, and be sure they’re well-
labeled. Alternatively, you could record a
home walk-through on video. There are
even apps that help you create room-by-
room lists of your possessions.
Store a copy of your inventory outside of
your home, could be in the cloud. You
should also create backups of any digital
files related to your home inventory.

Now that the holidays are over and our
homes are filled with new gifts and
purchases, the insurance industry,
specifically the American Property Casualty
Insurance Association (APCIA), recommends
doing a post-holiday home inventory. This is
especially important in California, where
many of us live in areas susceptible to
wildfire and all of us are exposed to the
possibility of an earthquake. After the
holidays we often have more high-ticket
items brought into our home as gifts,
including jewelry and electronics. This is a
good time to connect with your insurance
agent to make sure your coverage for
personal property is up to date. 

Here are a few tips offered by the Insurance
Information Institute for conducting an
efficient and comprehensive home inventory:
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It’s important to note that some big-ticket
items may need separate coverage. If you
have valuable items, like jewelry, art, furs
and collectibles that would be difficult to
replace, speak to your insurance agent about
whether they require additional coverage.

Most importantly, remember that your
home inventory is a living document. You
have to keep it current. Take time to record
any new purchases as you acquire them so
that you are able to make sure that your
policy continues to meet your needs.

DEMENTIA, OR IS IT? FOUR
COMMON CONDITIONS THAT
CAN MIMIC DEMENTIA
By Madison Gunn
When completing any estate planning,
including a trust, will, power of attorney
or health care directive, the person signing
the documents must have what is called
“capacity” in order to sign the documents.
There are two kinds of capacity relevant in
estate planning: testamentary capacity
and contractual capacity. Testamentary
capacity is a lower form of capacity and is
required by a person to make a valid will.
Testamentary capacity means the testator
(the person making the will) understands 

              INSURANCE COVERAGE! By Kirsten Howe



WATCH US LIVE ON OUR ABSOLUTE TRUST TALK PODCAST
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The Absolute Trust Talk Podcast is a resource to help you make informed planning decisions for today and
tomorrow. Each episode delivers relatable interviews and easy-to-consume insights with actionable steps allowing
you to move through your unique journey in life with intention. Tune in every other Thursday at 11:00 AM PST to
watch Kirsten or Madison interview a featured guest LIVE on Absolute Trust Counsel’s Facebook page:
www.Facebook.com/AbsoluteTrustCounsel. If you miss the Facebook Live interview, you can listen to the
podcast version on our Absolute Trust Talk podcast page: www.AbsoluteTrustCounsel.com/Podcast.

Thyroid Disease: thyroid disease comes on slowly,
which can make it look like normal aging, but the
symptoms can cause dementia-like symptoms. There
is a simple blood test to check thyroid levels that an
endocrinologist or even a primary care physician can
order.
Diabetes: if your blood sugar runs too low or too high,
or if someone has undiagnosed diabetes, the
symptoms are often confusion, irritability, or memory
problems. Your primary care physician can easily
check for this diagnosis.
Vision or Hearing Loss: sensory reduction can cause
dementia-like symptoms, and it’s important to get
this checked regularly. It is known that undiagnosed
and untreated hearing loss will eventually result in
cognitive impairment.
Infections: any infection can cause symptoms similar
to dementia, but the most prevalent one by far in the
senior community is the urinary tract infection (UTI).
For seniors, UTIs do not necessarily present with any
pain or symptoms that younger people may have, and
the confusion may be the only symptom.

It may just mean that they have an underlying condition
and once that condition is treated, their behavior will
revert back to normal. Some of the most common
conditions that mimic dementia are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

It is very important that even if you think a loved one may
be moving down the dementia path, they continue to be
seen for routine lab work by their physician to rule out any
other underlying causes. It’s possible that they don’t have
dementia and can regain their capacity.
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they are creating a will, understands what property they own,
and understands how they are related to those people
affected by their will.  Contractual capacity is the capacity
required in order to create a valid trust or a durable power of
attorney for financial and legal decisions. Contractual
capacity is a higher standard of capacity and requires that the
person understand the risks, benefits, and possible
consequences of their decisions. 

Estate planning attorneys, and attorneys in general, must
make their own assessments about their clients’ capacity. It
is not something that is typically determined by a doctor
prior to creating an estate plan. However, a doctor is often
asked to provide an opinion about incapacity if it is necessary
for the next-in-line trustee or agent under a power of
attorney to step in.

DEMENTIA, OR IS IT? FOUR COMMON
CONDITIONS THAT CAN MIMIC DEMENTIA
(CONTINUED)

Surprisingly, just because someone may lack capacity, it
doesn’t mean that they are forever incapacitated. There are
several very common medical conditions that can present
symptoms that mimic dementia and signs of incapacity. If a
loved one is suddenly acting differently, it may not mean
that they have Alzheimer’s and it’s going to get worse. 

http://www.facebook.com/AbsoluteTrustCounsel
http://www.absolutetrustcounsel.com/Podcast


FREE NOTARY SERVICES!

She is the mother to three (3!) girls. Two teenagers and
one preschooler (who thinks she’s a teenager).
She loves animals and frequents the Oakland Zoo every
chance she gets.
Although not a sports fan, if Denette miraculously won
the Super Bowl (or lottery) she’s going to Disneyland!
It’s her favorite place to be.

Three Fun Facts About Denette:

1.

2.

3.

When asked which part of her job fulfills her the most, she
doesn’t hesitate to respond: it’s working with our clients.
Denette has been helping clients review their documents
and overseeing signings during most of her tenure at ATC.
If you are fortunate to schedule an estate plan signing with
Denette, you are in for a delightful experience.
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THE EASIEST WAY TO STAY INFORMED

Please “like” or “follow” us on our social media pages for
quick access to our blogs, announcements, and events:

FACEBOOK.COM/ABSOLUTETRUSTCOUNSEL

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/KIRSTENHOWE

TWITTER.COM/KIRSTENHOWE

INSTAGRAM.COM/ABSOLUTETRUSTCOUNSEL/

YOUTUBE: KIRSTENHOWE
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Denette is celebrating her 8-year
anniversary this month working
at Absolute Trust Counsel. Her
official title is Resource Manager;
however, this title hardly covers
the many hats she wears at our 

According to the Alzheimer's Association, more than 6
million Americans live with the disease, which kills
more than breast and prostate cancer combined. But
that's just the tip of the iceberg. There is so much more
data that demonstrates the massive impact of
Alzheimer's, and it is staggering. 

At Absolute Trust Counsel, we see it every day, working
with many affected people in our community.
Supporting these families and fighting to end
Alzheimer's is a cause that is near and dear to our
hearts. Our team is proud to have taken part in our local
Walk to End Alzheimer's® on October 29th, and we're
excited to share that we raised $1,880. 

Thank you to everyone who donated and came out to
support us. If you or someone you know is interested in
giving, you can still contribute by visiting our team
page: ACT.Alz.org/GoTo/AbsoluteTrustCounsel.

GET TO KNOW
DELIGHTFUL DENETTE

firm. Denette is the director of client services and relations,
she is the acting business manager and office manager, she
is our team spirit captain, technology fixer, go-to problem
solver, and the list goes on. Regardless, it’s safe to say that
Denette is the glue that holds ATC together.

Do You Have a Document that Needs Notarization? 

Absolute Trust Counsel is pleased to offer free notary
services to our clients. 

Call us today at 925.943.2740 to make an appointment.

Listen in on our milestone 100th episode of Absolute Trust
Talk as we speak with certified mortgage planning
specialist Janice Nugent. 



Dear Clients and Other Friends,
 
It’s a brand new year. For many, that means resolutions. I tend not to make New Year’s resolutions for a couple of
reasons. First, I already make resolutions, at least weekly, probably daily. Eat more vegetables and less sugar, for
example – sound familiar? The other reason is that I like to set goals, thanks to my business coach, rather than
resolutions. The two are similar, but in my mind a goal has to be specific and measurable. A good goal for me might be
to eat five servings of vegetables at least three days a week (no point in setting unrealistic goals!)

However you look at it or whatever you like to call it, I hope you are able to do something in this new year that makes
you happy or improves your life.

Let’s all have a safe, healthy and happy 2023!

Warm regards,

Kirsten Howe, Attorney at Law
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PERSONAL NOTE FROM KIRSTEN

PLEASE RECYCLE, REDUCE AND REUSE.
SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY.

TO UNSUBSCRIBE, EMAIL US AT
INFO@ABSOLUTETRUSTCOUNSEL.COM.
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